# MC-05 & MC-10 Metal Clip Set

**INSTALLATION STEPS** Self-tapping method

1. Drill hole through support frame and fit MC-F5 or MC-F10

2. Mark panel with MC-CP5

3. Drill panel on centre mark

4. Self-tapping screw fit MC-M5 into panel

5. Exploded cutaway view of installed clip set

---

**MORE INFO:** SETOUT GUIDE TD-02, 09, 12. PRODUCT SHEET MC-05
**MC-05 & MC-10 Maxi Metal Clip Set**

**USE WITH:**
- #4 gauge CSK screw

**INSTALL WITH:**
- MC-CPS
- CT-09
- MC-IT5

### INSTALLATION STEPS Screw fix method

1. **Drill clearance hole through support frame and fit MC-F5 or MC-F10**

   ![Diagram showing drill clearance hole through support frame and MC-F5 or MC-F10](image)

   - Aluminium or steel support frame
   - Plastic tape or similar to separate dissimilar materials, where protective coating is not applied
   - MC-F5 or MC-F10
   - Screw fit with #4 CSK screws

2. **MC-M5 screw fixed to panel**

   ![Diagram showing MC-M5 screw fixed to panel](image)

   - #4 CSK screws

3. **Cutaway section showing metal frame**

   ![Diagram showing cutaway section of metal frame](image)

   - Check for separation of dissimilar metals when using MC-05 or MC-10 with aluminium or similar, in exterior applications.
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